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    ABSTRACT 

  A digital signature is a cryptographic method for verifying 

the identity of an individual. It can be a process, computer 

system, or any other entity, in much the same way as a 

handwritten signature verifies the identity of a person. 

Digital signatures use the properties of public-key 

cryptography to produce pieces of information that verify the 

origin of the data. Several digital schemes have been 

proposed as on date based on factorization, discrete 

logarithm and elliptical curve. However, the Swati Verma 

and Birendra Kumar Sharma[8] digital signature scheme is 

based on Shimin Wei[7]digital signature scheme which 

combines factorization and discrete logarithm together. It 

makes difficult for solving two hard problems from the 

hackers point of view. There is possibility to bypass this hard 

problem. This paper presents the analysis of same, with the 

help of different tools and further analyzes them from 

different attacks perceptions.  

Keywords: Cryptography, Integer Factoring, Discrete 

Logarithm, Digital Signature. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

The security of most the digital signature schemes are 

based on the difficulty of solving some hard  problems. 

Digital signature algorithms are based on the concept of 

public key cryptography given by Diffie and 

Hellman(1974)[1]. There are many public key 

cryptosystems, which are based on either prime 

factorization (FAC) or Discrete Logarithm (DL) 

problems or both. Although the schemes based on one 

of the above cryptosystem appears secure today, they  

 

 

 

 

may be unsecure in future. The security of the digital 

signature schemes can be gain by using factorization 

(FAC) or Discrete Logarithm (DL) problems, which are 

most commonly hard problems those can be used but 

not NP-complete[5]. Shimin Wei (2004)[\ showed that 

any attacker can forge the signature of He-Kiesler 

algorithm without solving any hard problem[6] . Now, 

we analyze the Swati Verma(2012) signature scheme 

which is based on Shimin Wei scheme and  a collision-

free one-way hash function in this paper[9]. 

 

II. Modified Shimin Wei’s (2004) scheme by   

      Swati Verma(2012)[9]: 

 

Swati Verma’s scheme can be divided into three 

phases: initialization, digital signature generation 

and digital signature verification which are 

discussed in detail as follows. 

1. Initialization 

This phase starts with the selection of following 

parameters. 

      a large prime             ,  where,        

      ,          , and                are all 

primes and             

    a primitive element of Galois Field      . 
            a collision-free one-way hash       

                function.  

Further, the user chooses a private        key 

    such that              and   

computes a corresponding public key which is 

certified by the certificate  authority as, 

             
    

        
.……..(1) 

2. Digital Signature Generation 

     Find    such that 

                               ..(2) 
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   where,   is a collision-free one-way hash    

     function defined by the system.  

               is a signature of message  .       

     The triple           is then sent to the               

     verifier. 

3.Digital Signature Verification 

 The validity of the digital signature can then be 

confirmed by verifying the  following equation,  

  
     

           
            

 
                         …(3) 

If the equation holds, then           is a valid signature 

of message  . 

The fact that the verifier always accepts the 

digital signature can be easily shown by 

deriving equation 3 from equation 2 as follows. 

                        …(4) 

 The security of Shimin Wei(2004) and Swati 

Verma’s scheme can be broken . 

 

III.  There is a chosen message attack on Shimin 

Wei & Swati Varma’s Digital Signature scheme.  

Attack 1: 

Consider eq. 3 without hash function 

  
  
     

           
 
              . . . .. . ..(5) 

Choose the values of r1 and r2  

                              
 

 

Consider LHS of above equations (5) 

       
     

      

     (       )
  

 . (            
 
)
  

 

             .       
 
    i.e. RHS 

 
This Signature is verified choosing the value of 

r1 and r2  . Here s is any element ≠ 1 and s
-1

 exists( s is 

invertible). 

Thus the adversary can verify the equation. i.e. 

LHS=RHS.(implementation is done in Matlab) 

Attack 2:  

Pollard Schnorr:   Using Pollard-Schnorr   attack one 

can solve an equation     

     X
2
+ kY

2
 = m (Mod n) where (k,n)=1=(m, n).  Many 

of the digital signatures uses quadratic residue theory. 

But these signatures are found to be insecure because of 

their susceptibility to Pollard-Schnorr attack. 

 Consider signing equation            
            
   Can be written as 

 m=                        
      let  X= TS 

       and           

   The Equation above becomes                  
This can be solved by Pollard  Schnorr, But to get X we 

need to solve          for X 

If r1  , T are known and Y is known from Pollard  

Schnorr, we can solve          for X 

i.e.      
       . 

 Thus X can be obtained. 

These two kinds of attacks may be possible on Shimin 

Wei(2004) and Swati Vermas Scheme. 

   

IV. Implementation of Attack 1 in MuPAD and 

Matlab7.1. 

 

Program for attack 

 

In[232]:= (* Program of attack on swati verma's *)  

Label[begin]; 

p=RandomPrime[{2^10,2^15}]; 

Print["P is :",p]; 

a=Take[FactorInteger[p-1],-2]; 

p1=a[[1,1]]; 

q1=a[[2,1]]; 

n=p1 * q1; 

Print["n is :",n]; 

g=PrimitiveRoot[p]; 

Print["g is :",g]; 

 

(*  Calculate x  *)  

gd=0; 

 x=RandomInteger[{2,n-1}]; 

While[gd != 1 && x>0 && x <n, 

         x=x+1; 

        gd=GCD[x,p-1]; 

] 

Print["x is :",x];  

y=PowerMod[g,Power[x,2],p]; 

Print["Y is :",y]; 

(* Do the loop till size of s1 is greater than zero *) 

len=0;While[len== 0, 
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(*  Calculate t  *)  

gd=0; 

(*Randomly generate t"];*) 

 t=RandomInteger[{2,n-1}]; 

While[gd != 1 && t>0 && t <n, 

         t=t+1; 

        gd=GCD[t,p-1]; 

] 

Print["t",t]; 

pow=Power[t,2]; 

 

r1=PowerMod[g,pow,p]; 

 

r2=PowerMod[g,1/pow,p]; 

 (* Find s *) 

a1=PowerMod[t,-1,p-1]; 

b1=PowerMod[t,-2,p-1]; 

 

(* Choose Messsage  *) 

m=12345; 

m=mHash=Hash[{r1,r2,m},"SHA256"]; 

 

c11=m*b1 - x*r1*a1; 

c1=Mod[c11,p-1]; 

s1=PowerModList[c1,1/2,p-1]; 

len=Length[s1] 

(* Print["if length is 0 regenerate the t, length is: 

",Length[s1]]; *) 

](* End of Repeted loop *) 

 

Print["t is:",t];  

Print["r1 is:",r1]; 

Print["r2 is:",r2]; 

Print["a1 is:",a1]; 

Print["b1 is:",b1]; 

Print["message",m]; 

Print["c1 is:",c1]; 

s=First[s1]; 

Print["s is:",s]; 

(*If[s,Print["OK"]]; 

If[!IntegerQ[n]||n\[LessEqual]0,Break[]];*) 

(* Varification of signature *) 

(* To reduce the Overflow *) 

k1=PowerMod[r1,s,p]; 

k2=PowerMod[k1,s,p]; 

k3=PowerMod[k2,s,p]; 

k4=PowerMod[k3,s,p]; 

(* k4  is r1^(s^4)   *) 

l1=PowerMod[r2,m,p]; 

l2=PowerMod[l1,m,p]; 

z=k4*l2; 

lhs= Mod[z,p]; 

Print["lhs is :",lhs]; 

 

g1=PowerMod[y,r1,p]; 

g2=PowerMod[g1,r1,p]; 

h1=PowerMod[g,2,p]; 

h2=PowerMod[h1,m,p]; 

h3=PowerMod[h2,s,p]; 

h4=PowerMod[h3,s,p]; 

u=g2*h4; 

rhs=Mod[u, p]; 

Print["rhs is :",rhs]; 

 

(*  Attack  

 choose r1=y;  *)  goto 

r1=y; 

ss=PowerModList[y^2,1/4,p-1]; 

len=Length[ss]; 

s=First[ss]; 

Print["New s is:",s]; 

if[s<=0 ,Goto[begin]]; 

 

(* To Find r2 = g ^k1 , Now find k1 

 k1= 2*m^-1*s^2  *) 

z1= PowerMod[m,-1,p-1]; 

k1= 2*z1*Power[ss,2]; 

Print["k1 is :",k1]; 

r2=PowerMod[g,k1,p]; 

r2=First[r2]; 

Print["new r1 is :",r1]; 

Print["r2 is :",r2]; 

 

(*  pass new r1,r2 and s for verification *) 

k1=PowerMod[r1,s,p]; 

k2=PowerMod[k1,s,p]; 

k3=PowerMod[k2,s,p]; 

k4=PowerMod[k3,s,p]; 

(* k4  is r1^(s^4)   *) 

l1=PowerMod[r2,m,p]; 

l2=PowerMod[l1,m,p]; 

z=k4*l2; 

lhs= Mod[z,p]; 

Print[" New lhs is :",lhs]; 

 

g1=PowerMod[y,r1,p]; 
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g2=PowerMod[g1,r1,p]; 

h1=PowerMod[g,2,p]; 

h2=PowerMod[h1,m,p]; 

h3=PowerMod[h2,s,p]; 

h4=PowerMod[h3,s,p]; 

u=g2*h4; 

rhs=Mod[u, p]; 

Print["NEw rhs is :",rhs]; 

OutPut of Program  

During evaluation of In[232]:= P is :7283 

During evaluation of In[232]:= n is :3641 

During evaluation of In[232]:= g is :2 

During evaluation of In[232]:= x is :353 

During evaluation of In[232]:= Y is :1581 

During evaluation of In[232]:= t277 

During evaluation of In[232]:= t is:277 

During evaluation of In[232]:= r1 is:1795 

During evaluation of In[232]:= r2 is:2845 

During evaluation of In[232]:= a1 is:1183 

During evaluation of In[232]:= b1 is:1345 

During evaluation of In[232]:= 

message98395640218656680032081104691541127067

351502070959239180823278344035106080197 

During evaluation of In[232]:= c1 is:2638 

During evaluation of In[232]:= s is:2054 

During evaluation of In[232]:= lhs is :6536 

During evaluation of In[232]:= rhs is :6536 

Out[277]= goto 

During evaluation of In[232]:= New s is:1435 

During evaluation of In[232]:= Goto::nolabel: Label 

begin not found. >> 

Out[283]= Hold[Goto[begin]] 

During evaluation of In[232]:= k1 is 

:{12491258850,21325781250,177343446834,20738082

2994} 

During evaluation of In[232]:= new r1 is :1581 

During evaluation of In[232]:= r2 is :5952 

During evaluation of In[232]:=  New lhs is :2888 

During evaluation of In[232]:= NEW rhs is :2888 

 

 V.  CONCLUSIONS  

   We have investigated both digital signature schemes 

Shimin Wei 2004 and Swati Verma and shown that 

they may not secure as it has been claimed.      

   To substantiate our claims we show that Shimin 

Wei’s signature scheme is insecure by performing a 

substitution attack on it.  Using hashing technique 

Swati Verma  improves upon Shimin Wei’s digital 

signature scheme. However  our   attack  can be 

extended to give an attack on Swati Verma’s digital 

signature scheme proving it insecure.   One of the major 

ones being Pollard-Schnorr type of attack wherein we 

may solve Shimin Wei and Verma digital signature 

quadratic equations. Thus both attacks may possible on 

these signature schemes. 
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